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The wisdom presented in this series of 21 sessions is
demonstrated at the very beginning of each session in the
choice of Rev. Tex Sample as the first presenter in each
session and in the rugged desert background in which he
stands as he tells his very personal homespun stories in his
southern drawl manner. While all of the episodes offer a
wealth of the finest scholarship, it is presented in brief, easily
understood conversations by articulate men and women from
a range of religious backgrounds.
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A prior knowledge of neither the Bible nor the Christian faith is
required to understand and appreciate the ideas presented in
the program. A "novice" program participant will become well
informed in the wide range of topics discussed.
The timely use of scenes from the Middle East make the
material more currently alive and relevant.
A position that is basic to Progressive Christianity and to the
DVD program is that our being fully Christian is a process and
a journey that is forever ongoing, rather than a stand at a
fixed set of beliefs. It requires our being able to accept the
truth that God is forever the "Mystery" beyond our
understanding and our human language.
Being free to sit comfortably while we see and hear such well
known scholars and leaders as Marcus Borg, John Dominic
Crossan, Mathew Fox, Bishop Spong, and John Cobb, plus
other well qualified but less well known scholars, rather than
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just read their writings, is such a pleasure. I felt a twinge of
guilt that I was receiving so much valuable knowledge without
the usual rigor of reading from books.
Some of the topics in the series are: Taking the Bible
Seriously; Lives of Jesus; Evil, Suffering & A God of Love;
The Myth of Redemptive Violence; Debunking the Rapture;
Incarnation: Divinely Human; and Embracing Mystery.
The 21 sessions are comprehensive enough that program
participants will most all gain a new and broader wealth of
understanding of critical elements of our faith. And though the
producers consider themselves Progressive Christians, very
few of the more traditional believers will be offended by the
material. While the producers are United Methodists, leaders
and members of most all of the major protestant
denominations will find the series enlightening and inspiring.
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